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Dear Colleagues and Friends,

Didier Carlotti at TrabenTrarbach in 1997

This is a nice book, which tells a nice story…

Once upon a time there was a group of friends, who used to travel across Europe to meet and share their
passion, veterinary dermatology. They thought that friendship and brotherhood would sublimate their
profound need to improve, to advance, and to promote and develop their discipline. They had to build up
something. Not for themselves but indeed for their Profession and the Service to the Public.
This was a destiny. Many other clinicians and scientists understood the glorious goal and joined rapidly.
This has increased and developed during the past 25 years…
These are the roots and the accomplishment of the European Society of Veterinary Dermatology and the
European College of Veterinary Dermatology.
The founders and the many successors counted only on themselves, to build up these wonderful tools of
scientific progress: a model for continuing education and specialization. What a wonderful adventure, in
diversity but unity. Different countries, different languages, different cultures (not so different by the
way!), academia, research or practice, one for all, all for one.
In considering the annual congresses, the workshops, Veterinary Dermatology, I am impressed, almost
overwhelmed by the work accomplished.
You, who will read these lines, shall measure the past, the present and the future of this group of
dedicated veterinarians - friends by nature. This book illustrates the past and the present. We will
together build up the future of veterinary dermatology, with the same dedication and talent, with the
same enthusiasm and friendship.
Long life to European Veterinary Dermatology!

Didier-Noël Carlotti
Past-President of ESVD and ECVD
Bordeaux, August 2009
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David Lloyd in Vienna, 2007
This book was a concept developed when the ESVD Board set out to celebrate the 25th Anniversary of the
founding of ESVD and invited the Founding members under the leadership of Hans Koch, first President of
the ESVD, to bring forward some plans as to how this might be done.
The book was one of those ideas, and it aims to record the development of the Society with a focus on the
early years and the processes that led to its creation. It includes chapters by all of the Founding Members,
with the exception of Pierre Fourrier who, sadly, was not able to contribute. Pierre was a strong force in
the early days of the ESVD, and his quiet but dynamic influence is apparent in the texts written by his cofounders and friends.
One of the aims of the book was to present the Society in images as well as text and so the authors were
asked to be brief, whilst including lots of pictures. This has been more difficult than expected. Those
precious photographs of the early days have often deteriorated or been mislaid. Thus the quality of the
older images is sometimes poor and seems worse because we have become used to the magic of modern
digital cameras. Nevertheless, I hope that readers will see the spirit of ESVD in the many pictures. It is fun
to see the leaders of modern veterinary dermatology in their early years.
For me, there is a pervasive sense of comradeship and enthusiasm which emerges from the text and
persists in the ESVD of today. It is clear that the ESVD is truly a family and that we greatly enjoy meeting
together and learning more about our exciting discipline. Chiara Noli expresses this very nicely in her
chapter which is entitled, “The ESVD family”.
Indeed, I have always felt there was something very special about the skin and people who love skin.
Perhaps this is why we communicate together so well. Maybe the lyrics, “See me, feel me, touch me, heal
me”, from “Tommy”, the first rock opera, created by “The Who” in 1969, which electrified the audiences
at the famous Woodstock Festival in Bethel, New York, that year should be a kind of anthem for
dermatologists.
I should like to thank my dear friends and colleagues, who have contributed to this book both with text
and many more with photographs, very much. The time available to put the book together has been short,
everyone has been under pressure, and much of the writing has been done at a time when traditionally
people are on holiday. Not that the contributors are well-known for taking time off! The saying that “if you
want a job done, ask a busy person” has been proved to be true once again.
This book ends on a philosophical note with a chapter by our current ESVD President, Aiden Foster,
looking forward to developments in the ESVD in the future. When there is nothing then whatever you
build is more, and the dermatological vacuum in the early years certainly spurred the founding members
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in their efforts to develop the ESVD. Now that ESVD has a solid base, making the difference becomes
harder.
However, the challenges we now face in dermatology, and particularly in the clinical field, are as hard as
they ever have been. We have global climatic change, migration of disease vectors and new diseases
promoted by increasingly rapid travel, new breeds and fashions for exotic pets, and the alarming
emergence of multiresistant micro-organisms. At the same time, dermatological research is much more
sophisticated and the numbers of research papers published in our field is growing rapidly. The growth of
our ESVD journal, Veterinary Dermatology, testifies to this.
So, whilst there are more problems, there are also more solutions. Putting the two together presents yet
another challenge. ESVD will develop to meet these challenges and I am sure that the Society will become
stronger as it does so. I hope that our colleagues in 2034 will have as much fun looking back on the next
25 years as we have had in 2009 putting together our account of the last 25!

David Lloyd
Hatfield, August 2009
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Hans-Joachim Koch, First President of ESVD,
Tierärztliche Klinik Birkenfeld, Am Schönenwald,
Birkenfeld, Germany.
“The very first European Veterinary Dermatology congress was held
on September 19th, 1984 in Hamburg. It was the birth of the ESVD
which, since its infancy in 1984, has become one of the two largest
European clinical veterinary specialty associations.
Achievement of the 25th anniversary of the ESAVD provides a good
moment to tell the story of how it began and what it was that lead
to the conception and creation of this dynamic organisation. Looking back, there is no doubt that the
origin of ESVD was based first and foremost on personal friendship and passionate dedication to
veterinary dermatology.
My chronicle is personal and does not cover details of the times after the first congress. It starts with a
non-dermatological presentation which I gave in April 1982 at the AAHA Annual Meeting in Las Vegas,
USA, held in conjunction with the Congress of the WSAVA. I had been invited by “Veterinary Economics”, a
journal for expert veterinary information on practice management, to present my small animal veterinary
hospital in Germany which has an unusual design,
based on honeycomb-like hexagons, and other
remarkable features.
During this congress I met George H. Muller, the
main author and editor of the first editions of
“Small Animal Dermatology”, by many considered
as “the bible of veterinary dermatology”. He was
born as Georg Heinz Müller in Breslau, Germany
(now Wrozlaw, Poland) and had emigrated with his
family as a young boy to the US. At the time when
we met he was in private practice in Walnut Creek,
California and was visiting professor for
comparative dermatology at the Stanford
University School of Medicine, Palo Alto, California.
He spontaneously invited me and my wife, Heidi,
for dinner on the next day in a Swiss restaurant
which was located opposite to the congress centre.
I remember being lost in the deep seats of the
restaurant and listening to Dr. Muller. Within less
than a day he had made well-defined plans for me
and, even then, it occurred to me that he already
had rather substantial ideas about what European
veterinary dermatology should be like in the
future.
Dr. George Muller

He suggested that I should train to become a
1
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dermatologist and said that he would help me in these endeavours. I felt that becoming a dermatologist
might be impossible for me since I had some difficulty even to differentiate between simple ectoparasite
species. But Dr. Muller did not give in. He said that everybody could study to become a dermatologist. But
he warned that once the decision to be involved in dermatology had been made, dermatology would
never let go. He told me that the initial origins of veterinary dermatology in the US had come from Europe.
He told me about Schindelka, a teacher at the Vienna Veterinary School, who published his book,
“Hautkrankheiten bei Haustieren” (skin diseases in domestic animals), at the beginning of the 20th
century, and Frank Kral, who had emigrated from Europe to the US. Frank Kral had introduced veterinary
dermatology to America as a “new” discipline. As a professor for veterinary medicine at the School of
Veterinary Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, he had laid the basis for modern veterinary dermatology.
George Muller felt that it was time to take
veterinary dermatology back to Europe
where it had suffered so badly from the
Second World War. He said that he had
already been looking for some time for a
European veterinarian who might have the
potential to facilitate re-establishing
veterinary dermatology in Europe.
Six months later, in October 1982, George
Muller accepted an invitation to our home in
Germany. I also invited a small group of
veterinarians from various places in Germany
who had a special interest in dermatology.
These were highly recognized colleagues,
amongst them Ferenc Kasa, Carla Teerling
and Bärbel Beardi. George Muller presented
clinical cases and diagnosed skin diseases on
live animals. My colleagues and I were
extraordinarily impressed and created the
“Freundeskreis dermatologisch interessierter
Tierärzte” (FDIT, “Circle of veterinary friends
interested
in
dermatology”),
the
predecessor of the German Society of
Veterinary Dermatology.

Paris, 1983. Left to right - standing: Hans Koch,
Professor Jacques Crestian (Alfort Veterinary School).
Seated: Didier Carlotti, George Muller.

In November 1983, George Muller was invited to give a two-day seminar on small animal dermatology at
the Munich veterinary school. This was an excellent opportunity for us to meet again in Germany and
exchange further ideas on the creation of European veterinary dermatology structures. A journey before
George Muller’s commitment in Munich took us through several countries. We started from our home in
Germany and went to Paris, where we met with the prominent French dermatologists, Didier Carlotti and
Pierre Fourrier. It was my first encounter with Dr. Carlotti. We went on to Bèze in Burgundy, where we
stayed for a few days in a medieval auberge, then to Antibes, where we met with the already well-known
dermatologist, Zeineb Alhaidari, and further to Florence, where we spent a day with the owner of the
veterinary hospital “Clinica Veterinaria Europa”, Pirano Pizzirani, his sons (three of them veterinarians!)
and Alessandra Fondati, before ending our trip in Munich. I remember Dr. Muller sitting with Alessandra
Fondati in the living room of the Pizzirani family and telling her about veterinary dermatology and what to
do to become a dermatologist. As many know she followed his advice very successfully.
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What an exciting trip! Dr.
Carlotti,
with
all
his
enthusiasm
and
energy,
boosted our morale and our
will to create a European
structure
for
veterinary
dermatology.
Incidentally,
George Muller and I took the
chance during our stay in Paris
to visit the “Académie des
Sciences” and search for
recently disclosed scientific
documents which had been
classified
previously
and
described Berger’s discovery
and description of Demodex
mites in the years 1841 and
1843. He had identified them
as members of the Tardigrada
but had not given them a
name.

George Muller’s rapidly outlined Demodex logo drawn in September
1984

The days we spent in the
medieval auberge in Burgundy
were exceedingly creative. We
sat in front of a wood fire and
reviewed in the faint light of
an oil lamp a scheme for a
European equivalent to the
American
Academy
of
Veterinary
Dermatology.
Annual congresses, financial
aspects, the constitution and
bylaws – many anticipated
developments
were
discussed. George Muller
even outlined with a few brief
strokes a logo for the
prospective
organisation
which showed a Demodex
mite, although this was never
used.
We had a discussion about
the name of the organization.
Should it be the “European
Academy
of
Veterinary
Dermatology”
like
our
American counterpart, or the
“European
Society
of

Cover of the proceedings of the first European Veterinary
Dermatology Meeting held at the 9th WSAVA Congress in Hamburg,
Germany in 1984.
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Veterinary Dermatology”? I opted for “Society”, the word “Academy” sounded strange to my European
ears.
Another point for discussion was whether we should create a “European association of national veterinary
dermatology groups” rather than a society with individual members. Bearing in mind that progress in the
development and the numbers of members amongst veterinary dermatology groups in Europe was quite
uneven, I was strongly in favour of an organisation with members independent of national origins. This
would guarantee equal opportunities to individual members of the European organisation.
Dr. Carlotti and I expanded our contacts. He challenged me to arrange a dermatology meeting on the
occasion of the WSAVA congress in Hamburg in 1984 and provided me a list of colleagues interested in
veterinary dermatology from all over Europe. It allowed me to organize the first European Veterinary
Dermatology Congress which took place on Sept. 19, 1984 in Hamburg. The congress was self funded and
very costly despite the fact that only 40 to 50 delegates participated at this first meeting.
In order to learn about the status quo of veterinary dermatology in various European countries invited
speakers were asked to present a short communication on a scientific subject and on the situation of
veterinary dermatology in each of their home countries.
Reports on the development and evolution of veterinary dermatology in various European countries and
in the US were presented by Ton Willemse for the Netherlands, by David Lloyd for Great Britain, by Anna
Rios for Spain, by Britta Öhlen for Sweden, by me for Germany, by Ken P. Baker for Ireland, by Claudia von
Tscharner for Switzerland, by Pierre Fourrier for France and by George H. Muller for the US.
Short (scientific) communications were given as follows: “Veterinary Dermatology Specialty Practice” by
G. H. Muller (US), “Canine Atopic Dermatitis” by T. Willemse (NL), “Benzoyl peroxide treatment of
pyoderma” by D. Lloyd (UK), “Squamous cell carcinoma in white cats” by A. Rios (Spain), “Zinc responsive
dermatitis” by B. Öhlen (Sweden), “Zinc responsive dermatosis” by H. Rodenbeck (Germany), “Nodular
Granuloma of possible fungal origin in an Irish draught horse” by K.P. Baker (Ireland), “Pemphigus in the
cat” by C. von Tscharner (Switzerland), “Treatment of Notoedres cati with ivermectin” by B. Bigler
(Switzerland), “Video about autoimmune disease” by Y. Legeay (France) and “Skin test in flea allergy
dermatitis” by D. Carlotti (France).
The meeting was vivid and very successful. Never
before had veterinarians with such diverse
dermatological and national backgrounds exchanged
information on their experience and work.
The founding assembly for the creation of ESVD took
place in the evening in the Hotel Hafen, Hamburg. The
concept had been thoroughly prepared by Dr. Muller
and me and we invited founder members for the ESVD
from central European countries in order to save
travel costs for future board meetings. The founding
members were Didier Carlotti and Pierre Fourrier,
both from France, David Lloyd from the UK, Ton
Willemse from the Netherlands, Claudia von Tscharner
from Switzerland (in absentia) and me.
On his way back to San Francisco Dr. Muller wrote a
personal letter to “Hans, Heidi and Dalai (our
dachshund at that time)”, dated September 21, 1984.
On the back of the first side he noted:
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Ana Rios from Madrid with Horst Rodenbeck,
Germany, during her lecture at the 1984
Hamburg Conference
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Again we accomplished everything
we hoped for:
1.

formation of the ESVD

2.

KOCH as Chairman

3.

1985 Symposium – Paris

4.

1986

“

Utrecht.

This is the first document - which I
know of - recording “Formation of
the ESVD”.
Dr. Muller continued his interest in
the fledgling ESVD. On June 16, 1985
he wrote from Walnut Creek,
California:
“I will miss being with you in Paris at
the European Veterinary Dermatology
Society (2nd annual ESVD meeting) –
but I will be with you in my thoughts.
Hope the meeting will be well
attended and a success. ….
….Please write me and tell me how
the Paris meeting went …”

Above: Roofs in the delightful village of Bèze in Burgundy
where plans for the development of European veterinary
dermatology, including the First World Congress of Veterinary
Dermatology in nearby Dijon, were developed at the
Auberge de la Quatr'Heurie and around a large wooden table
at Hans Koch’s house, fuelled by some excellent local wines.
Below: George Muller outside his busy specialist dermatology
clinic in Walnut Creek, California where he provided inspiration
to many budding veterinary dermatologists.

In the early years annual congresses were the main activities of ESVD. The founding members worked
hard, but always full of enthusiasm and joy, and very effectively in developing the full potential of this new
organisation. Close personal friendships were made and continue to thrive.
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Many meetings were organized in our house in Burgundy. The ambiance of the old building was inspiring
and helped stimulate good collaboration. The constitution and the by-laws of the American Academy of
Veterinary Dermatology were used as a model for our own constitution.
Our activities were soon extended to the organisation of CE-programs and the creation of the Journal of
Veterinary Dermatology - a particular achievement by David Lloyd. The seeds were laid for the
development of the European College of Veterinary Dermatology and the organisational structures for
world congresses in veterinary dermatology. With its manifold activities ESVD helped to create a very
significant market for veterinary dermatology products.
ESVD has far reaching effects on the veterinary world. ESVD members and those trained by ESVD have
helped to improve the quality of life of millions of animals annually - in Europe and beyond - and continue
to do so.
2009 brings a moment for gratitude in the recognition that the 25-year evolution of European Veterinary
Dermatology has gone so exceptionally well and promises much more in the future.”
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Invited comments by Professor Peter Ihrke of the Department of Medicine and Epidemiology, University
of California, David, School of Veterinary Medicine, representing the honorary members of the ESVD, and
Professor Toshiroh Iwasaki of the Department of Veterinary Internal Medicine, Tokyo University of
Agriculture & Technology, President of the newly-established Asian College of Veterinary Dermatology.

A View from America
Veterinary dermatology began in Europe near the end of the nineteenth
century. The acumen, dedication, and prescience of early pioneers lead
to the publication of 6 books during the first three decades of the
twentieth century. Austria, Germany, and France lead. Sadly, two great
wars threw veterinary dermatology in Europe into quiescence for
almost 50 years. During the decades after World War II, the mantle of
veterinary dermatology passed to North America.
The year 1958 marked a key development; the appointment of George
Muller to the clinical faculty of Stanford University, School of Medicine.
Subsequently, the publication of textbooks and the formation of the
AAVD in 1964, the ACVIM-Dermatology in 1974 and the ACVD as a
stand-alone College in 1982 lead to rapid advances.

The poster exhibition hall at
the Bordeaux Congress was
named after Peter Ihrke

During the 1970s, a new vital stage in global development virtually exploded; the burgeoning rise of
organized dermatology in Europe led by private practitioners in some countries and University faculty in
other countries. National dermatology groups were born in England, France, Germany and then many
other countries. I was privileged to view some of these developments first hand as dermatology became
the most vibrant specialty discipline in Europe spreading like wild fire (fogo selvagem) and revitalizing
dermatology on the world stage.

The first board of the ESVD meeting in Paris in 1985. Left to right: Ton Willemse (Vice-president), Hans
Koch (President), David Lloyd (Secretary), Didier Carlotti (Treasurer), Claudia von Tscharner (Meeting
Secretary) and Pierre Fourrier (Membership Secretary).
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The ESVD was born during this period of incredible excitement and creativity. The surnames Koch,
Carlotti, Lloyd, Fourrier, Willemse, and von Tscharner are so iconic in veterinary dermatology that given
names will always be superfluous, globally. Conversely, in our world, the invocation of their given names
needs no surname. Madonna who? Twenty-five years later, many others in Europe could readily go by
just one name; I chose these as they founded, nurtured and wisely raised the ESVD. Fortunately for the
ESVD, and for our world, while these giants remain connected, new giants have emerged. The ESVD
remains a vibrant key player on the world stage, remembering its past, but looking towards its future. It is
indeed an honour and privilege to be an honorary member.

Professor Peter J. Ihrke, V.M.D., Dipl. A.C.V.D

ESVD’s 25th Anniversary
I am most pleased to know that
ESVD is celebrating its 25th
anniversary this year. It was the
year 1993 when I visited Aalborg,
Denmark to attend my first ESVD
annual meeting, and that was my
first opportunity to familiarize
myself with European culture and
the ESVD itself. Even though I
cannot recall the scientific topics
that were presented there, I still
have extremely fond memories of
the tent where I experienced a
wonderful traditional Gala dinner.
Although I had almost no
acquaintances in ESVD at that
time, I was able to gain many
friends in veterinary dermatology
after the Gala dinner.

The Japanese group in the tent at the wonderfully atmospheric
Viking Party held at the site of the ancient Viking burial ground
and settlement at Lindholm HƇje near Aalborg at the ESVD 10th
Anniversary Congress in 1993. On the left in the foreground are:
Etsuko and Toshiroh Iwasaki; on the right is Professor Munetsugu
Ogata, a founder of Japanese veterinary dermatology and behind
him Dr. Oyamada and Dr Kurosaki.

We,
Asian
veterinarians,
established the Asian Society of
Veterinary Dermatology (AISVD) in
2003 with the objective of
improving veterinary dermatology in Asia, using ESVD as our model. Although Asia has a diverse cultural
background and a rich history, we were able to find several similarities between Asia and Europe. We
recognize that we have to strengthen not only the foundation of our organisation but also the individual
capabilities of veterinary dermatologists.
I sincerely hope that the AISVD would follow the footsteps of ESVD and be able to celebrate its 25th
anniversary as well.

Toshiroh Iwasaki, DVM, PhD, Dip AISVD
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Dr. Chiara Noli,, Via Vocatu
uro 13, Peveeragno (CN), Italy.
I waas asked by David Lloyd to
t contributee to this boo
oklet with a
chap
pter on mem
mbership statistics – quitee a dry topic. “Keep it
personal!” was hiis most imporrtant recomm
mendation... how
h
can you
keep
p statistics peersonal??? I will try - I hope
h
I will not
n get too
nosttalgic.
Welll, I met Veteerinary Dermaatology exacttly 20 years ago, in the
autu
umn of 1989, in the perso
on of Lluis Feerrer, to who
om I will be
Chiara
a at the ESVD Skin
S
forevver indebted. And, as Hanss Koch (anoth
her person to whom I will
Biology Workshop in Lyon,
be forever indebtted*) recentlyy wrote, oncee you meet dermatology
d
Ja
anuary 2004
you will never leaave it. As a dirrect consequeence, I met th
he ESVD one
yearr later, on occcasion of its second
s
worksshop, the one
e held in Barccelona on cuttaneous oncology. This
means I missed th
he first 6 years of the Sociiety, the mostt exciting onees, as I discovered many ye
ears later,
reaading througgh the first Annual Reports, in
pre
eparation for this text.
In any case, I thought
t
thesee dermatologgists were
quite nice peo
ople, I becam
me a membe
er, and I
atttended the 19
991 Congresss in Luxembou
urg. I was
the
en 25 years old
o (yes, I am
m 43 now, no
o point in
hid
ding my age....). I really do
o not know how, and
rettrospectively I realize thee circumstances were
reaally exception
nal, I ended up sitting at the gala
din
nner between
n George Muller and Bob Kirk, facing
Ricchard Halliweell. Useless to
o say that I hardly
h
ate
anyything, I feltt like a smalll ant between giants
(do
on’t forget th
hat the Mulleer-Kirk-Scott book
b
was
alm
most the onlyy one availablee at that time
e – by the
waay, I had just bought
b
it and had it autogrraphed on
thaat occasion). It was a verry pleasant su
urprise to
disscover that th
hey were veryy normal, nicce people,
and I think th
hat evening probably signed my
en
ntrance in the ESVD dermattological familly.

Llu
uis Ferrer, orga
aniser of the first
f
ESVD Onccology
Worksh
hop in Barcelo
ona in 1990

Numb
bers of ESVD
D Memberss
700
600

Yess, the ESVD is a big familyy. It started as
a a small
fam
mily, a group of
o 6 motivated persons witth a vision
in 1984,
1
rapidly growing to a Society of 140 persons
in 1987, 270 in 1989, over 40
00 in 1992 to a peak of
ove
er 600 in 200
01. From then
n onwards our number
500 memberss. Just like
hass reached a plateau of +/- 5
baccteria. They multiply
m
expo
onentially until they fill
the
e whole Petrii-plate, then they stop. I wonder
w
if
baccteria have th
he same fun ass ESVD memb
bers....

500
400
300
200
100
0
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Because we have a lott of fun! We have
h
fun in atttending congrresses, we havve fun in danccing disco-music of
the eigh
hties, we havve fun in seeeing those dear
d
persons whom you only meet oncce a year at THE
T
Countriess with ESVD
D Members
congress. After so many years you suddenly reaalize
45
that you
u have beco
ome friends! Yes, becaause
40
dermatologists like eaach other! Isn’t it this speccial?
35
You may wonder whyy I consider th
his special... Have
30
25
you ever attended a surgeons’ meeeting? Had theey a
20
gun in th
heir pocket they would sh
hoot each oth
her.
15
Dermato
ologist no, they are alwayys friends! I can
10
give you
u an examplee to support my hypotheesis:
5
some years
y
ago in
i
Italy theere were two
t
0
dermatological societies. But theirr members went
w
along so
o well togetther that theey merged and
founded only one! Another
A
exam
mple? Well, once
upon a time
t
there were
w
some ... ehm ... mino
or relational problems
p
bettween the ESSVD and the ECVD
Boards. But
B can you be
b angry with
h your friendss? Not possible, so we deccided to stop fighting, foun
nd an
agreemeent and since then
t
we havee a wonderful,, very fruitful cooperation. My personal theory is that this
is due to the fact that the majority of dermatolo
ogists are wom
men, and wom
men like fightiing and comp
peting
less than
n men, but this theory is not supported by all (male) colleagues.... Anyway, thee reality is thaat we
feel like a big family.
This family has, with time,
t
acquireed new, exoticc members. In
n the beginniing, in the pree-wall era (fo
or the
younger colleagues: I mean the Berlin
B
wall, which fell in October
O
1989), members o
only came from 17
countriess. Do you kno
ow that we have now mem
mbers from 41
4 different co
ountries? Eveen outside Europe,
like USA and Canada, Argentina
A
and
d Mexico, even India, Hong Kong, Malayssia, Japan and
d Taiwan!
The firsst three collleagues from
m
Eastern Europe
E
joined
d in 1994 (two
o
from Hungary
H
and
d one from
m
Poland). Fifteen yearrs after theree
are now 22 memberss from Serbia,
Slovakia, Romania, Croatia,
C
Czech
h
Republic,, Estonia, Russia and
d
Poland..... Europe is getting
g
bigger
and we hope
h
ESVD will
w also follow
w
this tren
nd in the nexxt years. I am
m
very glad that the congress thiss
25th An
nniversary Congress,
C
willl
take placce in an Eastern European
n
country. I hope this will carry a
good lucck and that many moree
congresses in Easteern European
n
Countries will follow in
n the future.

Left to
o right: Piotr Parys,
P
Danny Scott,
S
Dorota Pomorska and
Dorota
a Lopucka at the
t ESVD Chalkidiki Congresss in September
2005. The
T Polish grou
up is now amo
ongst the stro
ongest in Europ
pe.

Talking about congresses, it is aston
nishing to learn that there were alreadyy 140 persons attending the
e first
meeting in 1984, wheen the Societyy had less thaan 50 membe
ers! And the following
f
conggresses were then
bigger an
nd bigger up to
t the 700+ participants
p
(aa real record) in Pisa in 199
97! We may b
be able to perrform
better att the ESVD Con
ngress next yeear in Florence ...
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So, I am afraid that I have nearly reached the 1000 words that David allocated for my contribution. I only
have another 150 words to express my admiration and thankfulness for those who had the vision 25 years
ago, and for all those who contributed as Board Members, congress or workshop organizers, society
members or congress participants, to create and increase this wonderful group! I think this was a
(statistically) significant positive result!

Left to right: Giovanni Ghibaudo, Angelo Oseliero, Luisa Cornegliani, Silvia
Colombo, Fabrizio Fabbrini, Teodora Muret, Federico Leone, Chiara Tieghi,
and sitting Silvia Schiavi in the ESVD / Blackwell Science stand at the 1996
World Congress of Veterinary Dermatology in Edinburgh. The Local
Organising Committee for the Pisa Congress of 1997.
*Footnote: by the way, there are other persons besides Lluis Ferrer and Hans Koch, whom I will be forever
indebted in regards to my profession: these are Ton Willemse, Claudia von Tscharner and David Lloyd. I
take advantage of this public occasion to thank them. Did you notice that 4 out of 5 are ESVD Founder
Members? Would THAT maybe be statistically significant?
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Dr. Pierre Cadot, 54-56 avenue Pierre Grenier, Boulogne
Billancourt, France.
Already a board member and treasurer of GEDAC, the French
dermatology study group, I was elected to the ESVD Board and
became treasurer in 1988 working for nine years at the same
position. It is not the most « glorious » job but everybody knows
that in all activities the financial part is important so I tried to help
play my part.

Pierre at the ESVD Congress in
Bern in 1987

ESVD is a « non profit organisation » and it was essential
to maintain a positive balance. At that time no reserve
was available and before each ESVD Congress we had to
to find sponsors in order to build a good provisional
budget. Fortunately, we have always received support
from veterinary companies. For us it was a new job and
sometimes we were in a very awkward situation to ask
money like a beggar, especially for the first time.
Eventually we became “fund raisers” and all board
members used their connections in their own countries.
Quickly good relations became established and continual
sponsoring by major firms in Europe was organised in a
win-win relationship.
At Board Meetings, when we prepared the next
Congresses or Workshop, from my sight it was very
important that the Scientific Program and also the
location were as attractive as possible, so as to have a
maximum of participants. Several times we had strongly
argued discussions and ultimately agreed to adapt the
Programme or choose another place to be sure to be able
to cover fixed costs. All my friends would smile when I
said that, if possible, we needed a small “profit,” sorry,
“surplus”. I had two goals. The first was to build up a
security reserve to provide ESVD with its own insurance in
case of Congress cancellation due to airlines strikes,
earthquake… But we also need funds to be able to
develop new activities like workshops or for example to
help with the creation of the journal, Veterinary
Dermatology. With the surplus we created ESVD with the
other associations, AAVD and CAVD, supported the “First
World Congress” in Dijon in 1989.
ESVD wine was a feature of the early society which
the treasurer permitted. It was introduced by Didier
Carlotti who also helped us choose the wine.
12

Pierre Cadot assisting in examination of
a snake held by tutor, Max Müller (Bern),
at the ESVD Workshop on Exotic Animals
at Jersey Zoo in 1990
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Another part of treasurer activity was to juggle with many currencies but fortunately ESVD founder
members decided to use “ECU”, the Euro forerunner. This virtual currency was used only to deal in bank
to bank transfers but enabled us to unify the day to day bookkeeping and to have the same reference for
all ESVD members. Nevertheless for each Congress we had to build a provisional budget with the local
organisation committee with the local currency then, after conversion, do the same in ECU to be able to
compare and discuss during the board meetings the different costs and results between the other
locations. I am sure many “old” ESVD members remember all the problems they experienced with their
banks in paying their annual fees in ECU by cheque or bank transfer, credit card being not generalized as
they are now.
But in my heart all those “technical problems” are now not very important. ESVD was for me a true
opportunity to meet many colleagues, not only from all European countries but also from other parts of
the world and to establish strong and lasting friendships. To build ESVD all of us invested a lot of energy
and enthusiasm but what we achieved speaks for itself and it was a good and great time of happiness for
me. I am sure it is and will be the same with the new generation of veterinary dermatologists, who
continue to develop the ESVD destiny.

Members of the organising committee of the First World Congress of Veterinary Dermatology at the Gala
Dinner and Ball at the magnificent Château de Clos de Vougeot near Dijon in Burgundy. From the left:
Peter Ihrke, Craig Griffin, Ken Kwochka, Richard Halliwell, Stephen White, Richard Anderson, Claudia von
Tscharner, Pierre Cadot, Hans Koch, Ton Willemse, Didier Carlotti, Bill Schroeder and David Lloyd.
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Dr. Claudia von Tscharner, Bruehlmattweg 9, Saeriswil,
Switzerland.
One of the first tasks of the ESVD Board was to create the outline for a
Claudia at the Bern
continuing education programme leading to the award of an ESVD
Congress which she
diploma in veterinary dermatology. We decided to organise workshops
organised in 1987
with a maximum of 50 participants. Hans Koch wrote in his presidential
message in the Annual Report of 1988, that the creation of an ESVD diploma would be the most exciting
task to achieve within the coming years. The programme was planned to include both basic and
specialized courses covering small animals, large animals and exotic species.
Didier Carlotti as president appointed David Lloyd to be responsible for the continuing education
programme and Luis Ferrer to establish an ESVD dermatopathology group. This group became a
forerunner of the International Society for Dermatopathology (ISVD).

Participants at the ESVD Dermatopathology Course, at Hawkshead near London in 1987. Tutors were
Claudia von Tscharner, Thelma Lee Gross and Emily Walder. Many of the current leaders in
veterinary dermatology were there
In 1987 David Lloyd organised the first week long workshop on Veterinary Dermatopathology at the Royal
Veterinary College in London, which was a great success. Participants came from all over Western Europe,
from Africa and from North America.
Both pathologists and clinicians were represented amongst the participants and there was a wide
spectrum of experience between them. The course included lectures and practical sessions using specially
prepared slide sets. Time was also allowed for the presentation of mystery slides by the participants. Five
more dermatopathology workshops have been held since then, the last one in May of this year in
Cremona, Italy, organised by Fabia Scarampella.

14
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Dermatopathology workshop at Oaklands College, St. Albans, near London in 1991 organised by David
Lloyd. Julie Yager, Tony Stannard and Claudia von Tscharner were the tutors.

The 2005 Cremona Dermatopathology Workshop.
Fabia Scarampella (standing) Seated from left:
Julie Yager, Verena Affolter, Claudia von
Tscharner and Paola Roccabianca.

The tutors at Cremona in 2005: Claudia von
Tscharner, Julie Yager and Verena Affolter

Students at their microscopes
during the 2005 Cremona
Dermatopathology Workshop.
The ESVD courses have always
emphasised the practical
component. Generous
sponsorship of the courses by
manufacturers of microscopes
has been important, enabling
students and tutors to use
excellent equipment. This was
especially so in the early days of
ESVD further education when
funds were very scarce.
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Educational programme of ESVD

In the ESVD Bulletin, Volume 1 Number 2, published in the summer of 1989, David Lloyd published a
detailed ESVD continuing education programme. This illustrates the ambitions which ESVD has had from
the earliest days to help raise and establish standards of veterinary dermatology. Although the original
ESVD Diploma concept was overtaken by the establishment of veterinary specialisation and the formation
of the ECVD, the education programme has remained a strong part of the ESVD and continues to grow in
2009.

The second workshop was organized by Didier Carlotti and Jean Pierre Magnol on clinical pathology at the
veterinary school in Lyon France, in October 1989 just after the First World Congress of Veterinary
Dermatology in Dijon and in the following years courses in oncology (Barcelona 1990, Bern 2007), exotic
animals (Jersey 1990) and skin biology (Reichenau 1991) took place.

16
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Workshop on
n clinical patho
ology organized in Lyon, Fra
ance 1989. Tu
utors were Cla
aire Marshall, from
South Africa, Didier Carlottti and David Lloyd.
L

Skkin Biology wo
orkshop in Reicchenau Switzeerland 1991 organised
o
by Claudia
C
von Tsscharner. Maja
a Suter,
Da
avid Lloyd and
d David Jenkin
nson were thee tutors.

EExotic animal dermatology
d
workshop at Jersey
J
Zo
oo in 1990 org
ganised by David Lloyd. Max Allen
(left) and Ewa
an Ferguson at
a the microsccope.

Skiin Biology worrkshop in Lyon
n, 2004, organ
nised by
Zeineb Alha
aidari. Magiciian entertainin
ng
particip
pants at the co
ourse dinner.
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Educational programme of ESVD

Followingg the coursees on basic science, workkshops on canine, feline and
a
equine d
dermatology were
organized
d and lately more
m
specializzed courses in
n immunologyy, therapy and
d infectious d
diseases have been
established. The first workshop
w
on otitis
o
will takee place this ye
ear (2009) in Great
G
Britain.
I have atttended many of these workkshops as a sp
peaker, an orgganiser and en
njoyed all of them.

Equine derm
matology workkshop in Spa Belgium
B
2008 organised by Luc Beco. Tuttors were
Kersstein Bergvall, Johan Bröjer,
r, Claudia von Tscharner and
d Anthony Yu..
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Professor Richard E W Halliwell, 2a Ainslie Place,
Edinburgh, Scotland.
In the late 1980’s, a group of dermatologists met in
a bar in Amsterdam during the Voorjaarsdagen
Congress. The day’s meeting had long finished, and
most of the restaurants and bars had closed. Those
present included David Lloyd, Hans Koch, Claudia
von Tscharner and me. One of us (REWH) had most
of his dermatological experience in North America,
and the others in Europe. It struck us that the two
continents were going their own way, with little
collaboration and interaction. Progress, we agreed,
would be more readily achieved by meetings on an
international, or better still, a global basis.

Richard in 2007

These ideas developed as friends and colleagues
met in Europe and America during the following
years. The ESVD board with President, Didier
Carlotti, was keen to hold the first World congress
in Europe and thus on the 27th September 1989,
some 600 delegates from all over the world met in
Dijon, France. Subsequent meetings were held in
Montreal (1992), Edinburgh (1996), San Francisco
(2000), Vienna (2004) and Hong Kong (2008).
Attendance has grown with each Congress with
1185 delegates attending Hong Kong. The next
Congress will be held in Vancouver from 25th-28th
July 2012.
Parallel

to

these

events,

an

overarching

The 5th World Congress was held at the Hofburg
Imperial Palace in the centre of Vienna. There
were magnificent chandeliers everywhere but the
high ceilings allowed adequate space. Here we see
part of the commercial exhibition in one of the
wide corridors.
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Hans Koch’s house in Bèze, near Dijon, where
plans for the 1st World Congress were made.

Initiation of the World congresses

organisattion was crreated to fu
urther refinee the
philosophy and to oversee th
he planning and
developm
ment of each
h congress - namely
n
the World
W
Congresss of Veterin
nary Dermato
ology Associiation
(WCVDA).
Founder Members of the WC
CVDA were the
respectivve European and North American
A
Societies
(or Academies) and Colleges,
C
nam
mely the ESVD
D, the
ECVD, the AAVD, the ACVD an
nd the Canaadian
Academyy, the CAVD. In July 2009, two
t
new mem
mbers
were ad
dmitted, namely the Asian
A
Societyy of
Dermatology
the
Veterinary
(AiSVD)
and
Dermato
ology Chapterr of the Ausstralian Collegge of
Veterinary
Scientists.
Other
multinattional
organisattions will su
urely follow thus ensuriing a
healthy and
a vibrant future for our discipline.
d
Thus a meeting in the unlikely setting of
o an
Amsterdaam bar spawned a whole new eraa for
veterinarry dermatologgy.
Right: Gip Hoey fro
om Canada ad
dvertising at the
t
Hong
g Kong Congreess for the 7th World Congreess,
which
h will be held in
i Vancouver, Canada in 20
012.
Below: The Hong Kong
K
Congresss and Exhibitiion
Centrre on Victoria Harbour, Hon
ng Kong, pictu
ured
from
m the Congresss Hotel and looking across the
t
busy harbour
h
towarrds the Kowloon ferry terminal.
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Richard
R
Halliw
well and Mand
dy Burrows in a
pla
anning meetin
ng for the 6th World Congreess
at the Hong Kon
ng Convention
n and Exhibitio
on
C
Centre
(HKCEC)
C).
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Veterinary Dermatology
Professor David Lloyd, Department of Veterinary Clinical
Sciences, Royal Veterinary College, North Mymms, UK.
In 1988, the ESVD Board recognised the need for a scientific journal
dedicated to the publication of research and clinical reports on
veterinary dermatology. The title, Veterinary Dermatology,
was chosen and it was subtitled “An International Journal”
to emphasise that it was targeted at authors and
readership throughout the world. The language had to be
English, official language of ESVD, to give it widest appeal
and it was decided that it should be printed in colour and
that no charges would be made to authors to encourage
free use of colour images. Initially there would be four
issues annually. Pierre Fourrier, chair of the ESVD
Publications Committee, and I were appointed editors.
Pierre took charge of the generation of advertising
revenue. The ESVD Board allocated a budget for the
launch of 7,500 ECU (European Currency Unit). In 1988 an
ECU was approximately equivalent to one US dollar.
The first volume was created and produced privately with
David Parkes, who organised the printing in England and
enabled us to produce the journal at a price nobody else
thought would be possible. Involvement of Pergamon
Press, Oxford, in marketing and distribution had already
been negotiated by the current ESVD President, Didier
Carlotti and me. Subsequent volumes were produced
through Pergamon, whose name appeared on the cover
from the second volume; Pergamon met the costs of
production and distribution but the journal remained the
property of the ESVD.

Pierre Fourrier, founding co-editor

The journal was targeted to be launched at the First
World Congress of Veterinary Dermatology in Dijon in
September 1989. The text was assembled by me at the
Efamol Research Institute in Nova Scotia where I was
generously hosted and provided with library and
communication facilities by Efamol creator, Dr. David
Horrobin. David Parkes ended up delivering the first issue
personally at the Dijon Congress after unexpected delays.
Initially it was difficult to attract high quality papers that
could be accepted for publication and a great debt of
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First issue of Veterinary Dermatology

Creation of Veterinary
V
Derrmatology

gratitudee is owed to the early authors who conttributed to
this fled
dgling publicaation. In duee course, th
he journal
became better
b
recogn
nised and in 20
001 it was able to move
to 6 issues per year. A major developmentt was the
agreemeent made with
h the Americaan College of Veterinary
V
Dermato
ology (ACVD) in 1991 to share editorship and
copyrightt of the jourrnal, although
h ownership remained
with thee ESVD; Caroll Foil was ap
ppointed co-eeditor and
began a very successsful transatlaantic co-operaation. At
that timee both the ACVD and the American Accademy of
Veterinary Dermatolo
ogy made Veterinary
Ve
Derrmatology
their official journal. It is now the official
o
journaal of seven
colleges and societiess of dermatology in North
h America,
Europe, Australia
A
and Asia.
Productio
on and distrib
bution of the journal continued with
Pergamo
on, which wass taken over by
b Elsevier in 1991, but
moved to
t Blackwell Science
S
in 19
996 when Elssevier lost
interest. Blackwell prroved to be much more helpful in
promotin
ng the journaal, a Japanese version pro
oduced in
Japan with selected papers
p
was initiated in 199
95 and online publication was ad
dded as from 1997. It was decided
d
to
commission regular reeview articless and special issues on
importan
nt topics to increase th
he attractiveeness and
citation of the journaal and to help to raise th
he impact
factor. Bllackwell nego
otiated inclusio
on in the Worrld’s major
listings of
o scientific papers,
p
and the
t ISI Journaal Citation
Reports leading
l
to an impact factorr of 0.83 in 199
99.

Japanese isssue of Veterinary Dermatology
published in
n Japan by Ga
akusosha in 19
999

First Blacckwell issue of Veterinary
This in turn
t
increaseed paper sub
bmissions enaabling six
Dermattology publish
hed in 1996
issues off the journal to be produceed annually fro
om 2001.
Since thee merger of Wiley
W
and Blacckwell in 2007
7, the journal is produced by
b Wiley-Blackkwell, still bassed in
Oxford. Access
A
to matterial publisheed in the journal has now been furtherr improved byy digitisation of all
the back issues to volu
ume 1 in 2008
8.
The increeasing workload of the grow
wing journal necessitated
n
more
m
editorial staff. Ian Maason was mad
de coeditor with
w
Carol Fo
oil in 1994 and I becamee editor-in-ch
hief. When the journal celebrated its 10th
Anniversary in 1999, I stepped dow
wn and Ian too
ok my place ass editor-in-chiief in 2000. Su
ubsequent editors22
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in-chief have been Joan Rest (2004-6) and since 2006,
Aiden Foster. Aiden has given a more complete account of
the development of the journal in an editorial in Volume
20 issue 4 (August 2009).
Veterinary Dermatology is now well established as a
prestigious world veterinary journal that is eagerly
awaited every two months by members of the societies
that have it as their official journal. It has been used as a
model for the establishment of other specialist titles and
now has an impact factor of 1.38, ranking 36th out of 134
journals in veterinary science. In 2009 it will publish the
proceedings of the Sixth World Congress of Veterinary
Dermatology, taking over from the separate publication of
the Advances in Veterinary Dermatology series in book
form, another important development. The volume of the
current six issues continues to grow and I hope that
before long we will see the journal appear as a monthly
issue as it continues to act as an important organ of ESVD,
fulfilling the Society’s objective, “to further scientific
progress in veterinary and comparative dermatology“.

First Wiley-Blackwell issue

Here's to Veterinary Dermatology
Marion Jowett, BSAVA, Publishing Manager, Kingsley House, Shurdington, Cheltenham, UK.
Following private production of the first issue for the First World Congress, David Lloyd approached
Pergamon Press about a professional publishing and distribution deal. At that time, Pergamon was still
located in the grounds of Headington Hall in Oxford,
where Robert Maxwell lived -- 'Cap'n Bob's helicopter
could often be heard arriving over the office rooftops.
Following a successful meeting with the Publishing
Director, the journal was launched on to the
international academic library scene as a quarterly
publication. This heralded cooperation with ESVD that
lasted through into the Elsevier years. A link with ACVD
was also forged, and an American editor (Carol Foil)
was installed to work alongside David. The journal
featured on Pergamon stands at many international
veterinary conferences, including WSAVA meetings as
far apart as South Africa and Japan. I have many fond
memories of ESVD meetings in Europe - from a very
hot and humid Luxembourg, to the very hospitable
Danes, to Bordeaux where we were wined and dined
superbly at the Château Cos d'Estournel in SaintMarion Jowett drinks a toast to the journal
Estèphe and treated to an amazing firework display
during a wine-tasting at the ESVD Bordeaux
over the chateau. I wish the Journal and the Society a
th
Congress in June 1994. Marion was the first
very happy 25 birthday!
Publishing Editor of Veterinary Dermatology
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A selectio
on of congress proceedingss covers and im
mages from meetings
m
of ESSVD.

Earlyy congresses were
w
attached
d to other large meetings su
uch as WSAVA
A. The first excclusively ESVD
D
th
Cong
gress was in Bern,
B
Switzerla
and, in 1987. This was so su
uccessful that after the 5 ((London with
BSA
AVA) congresses were norm
mally ESVD/ECV
VD in associattion with natio
onal dermatology groups.

Above: ima
ages from the Bern Congresss.
Left: Clau
udia von Tscha
arner Margot
Fluhr and Verena
V
Affolterr . Middle: Ton
ny
Stannard and Candace Sousa. Right::
Tomm
my (“Robert”) TThomsett.
On the left: Liz and Keith Thoday, Anettte
Loeffler, Da
avid Grant, Jo
oan Rest, David
Lloyd and Ariane
A
Neuberr at the Tenerif
ife
C
Congress
in 20
003.
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Aalborg celebrated the ESVD 10th Congress with a Viking theme. The society had 400 members
(80% of its strength in 2009), was well established and confident. Bordeaux, the following year,
was special as it was the first shared ESVD-ECVD congress but is particularly memorable to many
for the delicious wines and freshly cooked food served in the coffee breaks. The Pisa meeting was
impressive because of the excellent participation of Italians and a delegate total exceeding 700.

The picture was created for the Aalborg Congress by famous
Danish artist, Susanne Ussing, for sponsors, Leo Animal Health
and represents the swan of Denmark and the Leo. Participants
received cards with this image. Founding and board members of
ESVD were admitted to the Guild of Christian 4th charity, a
wonderful ceremony which focused a lot on drinking and singing.

25

Thee Congresses

We ceelebrated the 20th Anniverssary at Chalkid
diki
on
n the Aegean Sea (above). IIt was just as
beautiful
b
as th
he guide bookks said. Left:
Comm
mercial exhibiition at Mainzz in, Germany in
2007
7. Below left: Pierre Cadot, Hans Koch an
nd
Richard Anderson
n getting into SScottish culturre
at the World Congress in Edin
nburgh, 1996.
Beelow right: lun
orking in the
nch and netwo
com
mmercial exhib
bition at the M
Mainz Congresss.
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Professor Ton Willemse, Department of Clinical Sciences
of Companion Animals, University of Utrecht, The
Netherlands.

Ton at a meeting in 1985

Whereas the E.S.V.D. originated from a shared
interest in veterinary dermatology and developed
into a podium for dermatology meetings in
Europe, the U.S.A. remained the reference for
further development. In particular the existence of
specialists, as structured and organized by the
American College of Veterinary Dermatology,
became a challenge for the board and members of
the E.S.V.D.
The establishment of the European College of
Veterinary Dermatology (E.C.V.D.) was proposed
by the E.S.V.D. Board because of a general move
within Europe to establish a firm basis for
veterinary specialisation. This was being discussed
within the veterinary profession and more
specifically in the EU by an ad hoc committee of
the Advisory Committee for Veterinary Training,
chaired by Professor Toma. David Lloyd was a
member of this ad hoc committee.
Subsequently, the structure of the E.C.V.D. was
drafted by Ton Willemse and Didier Carlotti and, in
addition, Didier prepared the draft Constitution of
the E.C.V.D. After editing by the Board, the draft
Constitution was sent to all E.S.V.D. full members
for approval. The Board also decided that
Luxembourg would be the registered address for
the College. Moreover, the E.S.V.D. provided
funding for the establishment of the College (3000
XEU in 1992) and agreed to share the profits of the
Annual Congress with E.C.V.D. to provide a
continuing source of funds whilst the College was
growing.
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Emergeence of the EC
CVD

In order to get running, it was deecided that th
he honorary members of E.S.V.D., Peteer Ihrke, Bob Kirk,
George Muller
M
and Daanny Scott, all specialists of
o world renown, should ap
ppoint six ind
dividuals as In
nvited
Specialistts by the evaluation of thee curriculum vitae of potential Europeaan candidatess. They made their
selection
ns based upon
n the followingg criteria:
-

to be initiatorrs of veterinary dermatologgy in Europe,
having contributed substaantially to thee development of veterin
nary dermatollogy in Europ
pe by
blications, and
d lectures,
research, pub
to be unconttroversial for the majorityy of E.S.V.D. members, byy virtue of th
heir acknowle
edged
status within the veterinarry profession,
f
member of the E.S.V.D., and praacticing in Europe,
being full or founder
having at leasst 10 years of experience in
n this field, and
spending at leeast 60 per ceent of their tim
me in dermato
ology.

At the end, out of fiffteen candidaates, Didier Carlotti,
C
Richaard Halliwell, Hans Koch, D
David Lloyd, Keith
Thoday and
a Ton Willemse were awarded
a
the status of Invvited Specialisst on 5th Octo
ober, 1992. These
T
invited specialists had
d the inauguraal meeting off the Europeaan College of Veterinary Dermatology at
a the
Linnean Society of Lo
ondon (Burlington House) on 19th Dece
ember, 1992. As the meetting was about to
begin, an
n Irish Republiican Army bom
mb scare in Piccadilly seale
ed the vicinityy and isolated the meeting room
in the Lin
nnean Societyy with some members
m
insid
de and others outside. Tho
ose who weree inside wond
dered
what was delaying Didier Carlotti and
a Hans Kocch and did no
ot discover un
ntil later that there had be
een a
bomb alaarm. Despite the
t considerably delayed sttart of the me
eeting, the agenda was followed as inten
nded.
In a secret ballot Daviid Lloyd was chosen
c
unanimously as the
e first E.C.V.D
D. president. O
Other items of
o this
meeting included the legal registraation of the College as a non-profit orrganization in
n Luxembourgg, the
procedurre for processsing de facto diploma ap
pplications, publication
p
off the Collegee constitution
n and
information brochure,, College finan
nces, links with other organ
nizations, and the nomination of a credentials
committeee.
The E.C.V
V.D. was born with a few ho
ours delay.

The first ECV
VD Board. Leftt to right: Ton Willemse, Keith Thoday, David Lloyd, Ha
ans Koch
and
d Didier Carlottti. Inset: Richa
ard Halliwell.
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Aideen P Fosterr, Presidentt of ESVD and
a Editor Veterinary
Derrmatology,
Veterinary
Laboratories
Agency,
Shreewsbury, Sh
hropshire, UK.
U
n the memberrship of the ESSVD has been drawn from
Sincee its inception
approach of
a variety of counttries and this reflects the international
i
the founder
f
mem
mbers. This iss also exemplified by the range of deleegates from m
many countrie
es due to
atten
nd the Bled co
ongress.

Beautifu
ul Lake Bled in
n Slovenia, forrmer holiday home
h
of both the Slovenian
n royal family
and Marshal Tito, Preesident of Yug
goslavia, and location
l
of thee 2009 Annua
al ESVD-ECVD
Congress. The congresss hotel is locatted at the far end
e of the lakke
The declared consstitutional aim
ms of the Socieety include:
• To further sciientific progreess in veterinaary and compaarative dermaatology
• To co-ordinatte research in veterinary deermatology
o
f dedicated individuals who
for
w devote a significant portion
p
of
• To provide an exclusive organisation
t research, teeaching, or the practice of dermatology in animals
their professional activity to
• To further deermatological education by::
- Encouraging adequate training in dermatology in veterinary colleges
ns of meetin
ngs, seminars and courses, the opportunity for graduate
- Providing, by mean
veterinarians to carry on advanced studies in dermatology
29

A new vision for ESVD
•
•

To encourage and promote improved methods of diagnosis, treatment and prevention of skin
diseases in animals
To provide for the exchange of information on comparative dermatology through affiliation with
human dermatology organisations

How will the Society seek to pursue these aims in the future?
Much has been done in the past in order to pursue these aims: through the annual congresses and
specialized workshops, one or more research grants are sponsored each year, and there is the journal
dedicated to publish on all aspects of veterinary dermatology. The ESVD has also been involved with and
supported the creation of the European College and Diploma, and the World Veterinary Dermatology
Congress Association and the World Congresses.
The ESVD has recently become a charity in order to establish a secure financial organisation with a
professional secretariat that can underpin the planning and organisation of the Society’s principle
activities - notably the congresses and workshops. The congresses, workshops and journal are ongoing
activities from which the members greatly benefit.
One major challenge to pursuing these aims is that the international community of veterinarians and
others who are busy in the Society, the College and the Journal is small and at times it can be difficult to
plan for succession given that many of the people involved are very busy.
The quality of the education that the society is providing
through the congresses has greatly improved by
assigning to the ECVD Diplomates the task of drafting the
congress programmes. The ECVD requires Diplomates to
be members of ESVD so the relationship between the
Society and the College will always be strong. In the
future, the Scientific Organising Committees of the
Congresses will seek to draw more on the expertise of
specialists including from the human dermatology field
to speak at our congresses and this will also be reflected
in the commissioning of review and scientific articles in
the journal from authors who can provide relevant
material for the comparative study of dermatology.
All of these activities have been, and hopefully will
continue to be, supported by commercial companies
with interests in developing products for use in animals
with dermatological conditions. In recent years many
companies have merged which has raised challenges
when seeking funding for clinical trials and commercial
sponsorship for meetings. Even so, the Society has been
well supported over the years by such sponsors
particularly for the annual congresses. This support may
reflect that dermatological problems are commonly
observed by veterinarians in companion animal practice
across the world and that owners are keen to do the best
The Holstentor in Lübeck, location for the
workshop on infectious diseases July 2007
for their pets. Interestingly there seems to have been a
growth in good to high quality clinical studies of various
therapeutic agents supported by such sponsors. This work has and should continue to be supported by,
and involve close liaison between, the companies and Society members, with ideally peer-reviewed
publications in the Veterinary Dermatology journal and others as relevant.
The advent of evidence-based veterinary medicine studies, the deployment of randomised controlled
trials and consideration of the potential for conflicts of interest when particularly dealing with
commercially sponsored research should not form an intimidating barrier to studying veterinary
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derm
matology. Ratther they help to provide a framework to raise stand
dards for all cconcerned and provide
the best
b quality evidence for th
herapeutic intterventions, and
a we need to
t be aware o
of what these elements
of th
he frameworkk involve. Consequently, multi-centre randomised clinical trialss should form
m a major
featu
ure of future studies
s
especially if they caan be commissioned and orrchestrated byy organisation
ns such as
the International Taskforce on Canine Atop
pic Dermatitis which involves Society meembers, in co
onjunction
with sponsors.
he future the two
t most imp
portant areas for
f development are research grants and
d workshops.
In th
mic institution
ns are in an in
ncreasingly co
ompetitive maarket when it comes to
Speccialty practicees and academ
applying for reseaarch funding. In recent yeaars the Societty has given small but grow
wing sums of money to
port such research studiess. High quality substantiaal in-depth sttudies should
d include provision for
supp
supp
porting the traaining of PhD students and it is hoped th
hat long term the Society can establish a research
fund
d for substantiial research projects, to incclude PhD and
d other projects.
Veteerinary dermaatology is growing in eaastern
Euro
opean countriies and a Eurropean societty like
the ESVD
E
should take
t
this into consideration
n. The
ESVD
D, in co-operaation with thee ECVD, has deevised
a fo
ormat for seeminars for eastern Euro
opean
coun
ntries where veterinary deermatology is in its
infan
ncy.
It is important that
t
the naational
veterinary dermaatology group
ps – whetherr they
hed or just starting out - are
are well-establish
ported by th
he Society. This can in
nvolve
supp
orgaanising worksshops, as meentioned abovve, in
venu
ues in such countries for those
t
seekingg high
level continuing education,
e
and
d introductoryy level
hose groups aiming to raise
seminars for th
Dr. Nikša Lemo from
f
Zagreb University lecturing
g at the
o are
awareness and educate colleagues who
firs
st meeting of the
e Slovenian Dermatology Study
dy Group
deveeloping an interest in veterrinary dermattology.
in March 2009, held as a pre-ccongress event at the
Slo
ovenian Small Animal
A
Veterinary Association meeting.
m
Not only do such seminars pottentially expan
nd the
It
was
w
founded
in
2
2008
in
anticipa
ation
of
the
ESV
VD-ECVD
hip into counttries with emerging
Socieety membersh
Bled Congre
ess
professional groups with an interest in veteerinary
matology but they also heelp to fulfil th
he aims of th
he society. The
T choice off organizing an
a annual
derm
conggress in an eaastern Europeean country, such
s
as Sloven
nia, goes in th
his direction. It is hoped that
t
more
conggresses will bee held in Easteern Europe (e..g. Prague) as the European
n Union becom
mes more unified.
w
of the futture – we are a small intern
national comm
munity that sh
hare an intereest in a discipline that is
So what
impo
ortant for veterinary practiice and to com
mmercial orgaanisations. Th
he discipline w
will prosper iff we work
togeether, sharing information and
a collaborating on research studies. I suspect thatt many of us have
h
been
draw
wn into the discipline
d
by the
t support, enthusiasm and
a interest bestowed
b
on us by colleaagues and
(hop
pefully) we in turn
t
will be willing
w
and ablee to share ourr knowledge and
a enthusiasm with otherss.
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